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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Let b~>2 be an integer, t~mile Borel [9] conjectured tha t  every real irrational algebraic 

number (~ should satisfy some of the laws shared by almost all real numbers with respect 

to their b-adic expansions. Despite some recent progress [1], [3], [7], we are still very 

far away from establishing such a strong result. In the present work, we are concerned 

with a similar question, where the b-adic expansion of (~ is replaced by its sequence of 

partial  quotients. Recall that  the continued fraction expansion of an irrational number  

(~ is eventually periodic if and only if a is a quadratic irrationality. However, very little 

is known regarding the size of the partial  quotients of algebraic real numbers of degree 

at least three. Because of some numerical evidence and a belief tha t  these numbers 

behave like most of the numbers in this respect, it is often conjectured tha t  their partial  

quotients form an unbounded sequence, but we seem to be very far away from a proof 

(or a disproof). Apparently, Khinchin [16] was the first to consider such a question (see 

[4], [27] and [29] for surveys including a discussion on this problem). Although almost 

nothing has been proved yet in this direction, some more general speculations are due 

to Lang [17], including the fact that  algebraic numbers of degree at least three should 

behave like most of the numbers with respect to the Gauss Khinchin Kuzmin-L5vy laws. 

More modestly, we may expect that  if the sequence of partial  quotients of an irra- 

tional number  c~ is, in some sense, 'simple' ,  then c~ is either quadratic or transcendental.  

The te rm 'simple'  can of course lead to many interpretations. It  may denote real numbers 

whose continued fraction expansion has some regularity, or can be produced by a simple 

algorithm (by a simple Turing machine, for example), or arises from a simple dynamical  

system .... The main results of the present work are two new combinatorial transcen- 
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dence criteria, which considerably improve upon those from [5], [13] and [8]. It is of a 

particular interest that  such criteria naturally yield, in a unified way, several new results 

on the different approaches of the above-mentioned notion of simplicity/complexity for 

the continued fraction expansions of algebraic real numbers of degree at least three. 

This article is organized as follows. w is devoted to the statements of our two 

transcendence criteria. Several applications of them are then briefly discussed in w All 

the proofs are postponed to w167 4 and 5. 

2. T r a n s c e n d e n c e  c r i t e r i a  for  s t a m m e r i n g  c o n t i n u e d  f r a c t i o n s  

Before stating our theorems, we need to introduce some notation. Let ~4 be a given set, 

not necessarily finite. The length of a word W on the alphabet .A, that  is, the number of 

letters composing W, is denoted by IWI. For positive integers l, we write W l for the word 

W... W (1 times repeated concatenation of the word W). More generally, for positive 

rational numbers x, we denote by W x the word W Ix] W r, where W t is the prefix of W 

of length [ ( x - [x ] ) lWI] .  Here, and in all what follows, [y] and [Yl denote, respectively, 

the integer part and the upper integer part of the real number y. Let a={al}l~>l be a 

sequence of elements from ,4, that  we identify with the infinite word a l l2  ... az .... Let 

w be a rational number with w > l .  We say that  a satisfies Condition (*)w if a is not 

eventually periodic and if there exists a sequence of finite words {Vn}n~>l such that  

(i) for n~>l, the word V~ is a prefix of the word a; 

(ii) the sequence {IVnl}n>~l is increasing. 

Roughly speaking, a satisfies Condition (*)w if a is not eventually periodic and if 

there exist infinitely many 'non-trivial' repetitions (the size of which is measured by w) 

at the beginning of the infinite word a l l2  ... at .... 

Our transcendence criterion for 'purely' stammering continued fractions can be 

stated as follows: 

THEOREM 1. Let a={al}l~>l be a sequence of  positive integers. Let  {pz/qz}l>~l de- 

note the sequence of  convergents to the real number  

(~ := [0; al ,  a2, ..., al, ...]. 

I f  there exists a rational number  w ~ 2  such that a satisfies Condit ion (*)w, then a 

is transcendental. I f  there exists a rational number  w >  1 such that a satisfies Condi- 
r 1 / l  i t ion ( , )~ ,  and if  the sequence Iql Jl>/1 is bounded (which is, in particular, the case 

when the sequence a is bounded), then (~ is transcendental. 

The main interest of the first statement of Theorem 1 is that  there is no condition 

on the growth of the sequence {qt}l~>l. Apparently, this fact has not been observed 
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previously. The second statement of Theorem 1 improves upon Theorem 4 from [5], 

which requires, together with some extra rather constraining hypotheses, the stronger 
r 1/I~ assumption w>  3. The condition that the sequence /ql h~>l has to be bounded is in 

general very easy to check, and is not very restrictive, since it is satisfied by almost 

all real numbers (in the sense of the Lebesgue measure). Apart from this assumption, 

Theorem 1 does not depend on the size of the partial quotients of c~. This is in a striking 

contrast to all previous results [5], [13], [8], in which, roughly speaking, the size w of the 

repetition is required to be larger if the partial quotients are larger. Unlike these results, 

our Theorem 1 can be easily applied even if a has unbounded partial quotients. 

Unfortunately, in the statement of Theorem 1, the repetitions must appear at the 

very beginning of a. Results from [13] allow a shift, whose length, however, must be 

controlled in terms of the size of the repetitions. Similar results cannot be deduced 

from our Theorem 1. However, many ideas from the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to 

deal also with this situation, under some extra assumptions, and to improve upon the 

transcendence criterion from [13]. 

Keep the notation introduced at the beginning of this section. Let w and w ~ be 

non-negative rational numbers with w > l .  We say that  a satisfies Condition (**)~,~, if 

a is not eventually periodic and if there exist two sequences of finite words {Un},~>l and 

{Vn}n>~l such that  

(i) for n~>l, the word UnV~ is a prefix of the word a; 

(ii) the sequence {IUnl/IVnl}n>~] is bounded from above by w'; 

(iii) the sequence {IVnl}n/>l is increasing. 

We are now ready to state our transcendence criterion for (general) stammering 

continued fractions. 

THEOREM 2. Let a={al}l>>.l be a sequence of positive integers. Let {Pl/ql}l>~l de- 

note the sequence of convergents to the real number 

Oz : =  [0; a l ,  a2, ..., al, ...]. 

r 1/z ~ 1/I Assume that the sequence ~ql ~l>/1 is bounded and set M=limsupL~+oo qt and m =  
1/1 Wt l imin f t~+~  ~/t . Let w and be non-negative real numbers with 

log M 
w > (2w'+1) l o ~ - w  . 

I f  a satisfies Condition (**)w,w', then c~ is transcendental. 

We display an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 

(1) 
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COROLLARY 1. Let a={al}l>~l be a sequence of positive integers. Let {Pl/ql}l)l 
denote the sequence of  convergents to the real number  

o~ := [0; al,  a2, ..., al, ...]. 

r 1/l i 
A s s u m e  that the sequence ~tql ~1)1 converges. Let w and w ~ be non-negative real num-  

bers with w>w~+l .  I f  a satisfies Condition (**)~,~,, then a is transcendental. 

Our Theorem 2 improves Theorem 6.3 of Davison [13]. Indeed, to apply his tran- 

scendence criterion, w and w' must satisfy 

( , 3 )  logM 
w >  2 w + ~  l o g m '  

which is a far stronger condition than (1). 

Theorems 1 and 2 yield many new results that  could not be obtained with the earlier 

transcendence criteria. Some of them are stated in w while many others will be given 

in a subsequent work [2]. Theorems 1 and 2 are in the same spirit as the following result, 

established in [1] and [3], and which deals with the transcendence of b-adic expansions. 

THEOREM ABL. Let b>~2 be an integer. Let a={al}z) l  be a sequence of  integers 

in {0, ..., b - l } .  Let w and w ~ be non-negative rational numbers with w > l .  I f  a satisfies 

Condition (**)~,~,, then the real number  ~ t )  l al /bl is transcendental. 

Theorem ABL is as strong for 'purely' stammering sequences as for general stam- 

meting sequences, provided that  the repetitions do not occur too far away from the 

beginning of the infinite word. Unfortunately, in Theorem 2 we are unable to replace the 

assumption 'w>w~+ 1' by the weaker one 'w > 1', occurring in Theorem ABL. 

The main tool for the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, given in w is the Schmidt 

subspace theorem [25], [26]. This (more precisely, a p-adic version of it) is also the key 

auxiliary result for establishing Theorem ABL. 

3. App l i ca t i ons  to  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  a lgebra ic  c o n t i n u e d  f rac t ions  

Our transcendence criteria apply to establish that  several well-known continued fractions 

are transcendental, including the Thue-Morse continued fraction (whose transcendence 

was first proved by M. Queff61ec [21]), the Rudin Shapiro continued fraction, folded con- 

tinued fractions, continued fractions arising from perturbed symmetries (these sequences 

were introduced by Mendbs France [18]), continued fractions considered by Davison [13] 

and Baxa [8], etc. These applications are discussed in details in [2], where complete proofs 

are given. We only focus here on applications related to our main problem, that  is, to 

the complexity of algebraic numbers with respect to their continued fraction expansions. 
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3.1. A n  a l g o r i t h m i c  a p p r o a c h  

We first briefly discuss how the complexity of the continued fraction of real numbers 

can be interpreted in an algorithmic way. Following the pioneering work of Turing [28], 

a sequence is said to be computable if there exists a ~i~ring machine capable to produce 

its terms successively. Later, Har tmanis  and Stearns [15] proposed to emphasize the 

quanti tat ive aspect of this notion, and to take into account the number  T(n) of operations 

needed by a (multitape) Turing machine to produce the first n terms of the sequence. In 

this regard, a real number  is considered to be simpler if its continued fraction expansion 

can be produced faster by a Turing machine. 

Finite au tomata  are one of the most basic models of computat ion and take thus place 

at the bo t tom of the hierarchy of Turing machines. In particular, such machines produce 

sequences in real time, that  is, with T(n)=O(n). An infinite sequence a={an}~>0 is 

said to be generated by a k-automaton if a~ is a finite-state function of the base-k 

representation of n. This means that  there exists a finite au tomaton start ing with the 

k-ary expansion of n as input and producing the te rm an as output.  A nice reference on 

this topic is the book of Allouche and Shallit [6]. As a classical example of a sequence 

generated by a 2-automaton, we mention the famous binary Thue-Morse  sequence a =  

{a,~}~>0=0110100110010 .... This sequence is defined as follows: am is equal to 0 (resp. 

to 1) if the sum of the digits in the binary expansion of n is even (resp. is odd). In 

view of the above discussion, we may expect that  finite au tomata  are ' too simple' ~lS~ring 

machines to produce the continued fraction expansion of algebraic numbers tha t  are 

neither rationals nor quadratics. 

Problem 1. Do there exist algebraic numbers of degree at least three whose continued 

fraction expansion can be produced by a finite automaton? 

Thanks to Cobham [11], we know that  sequences generated by finite au tomata  can be 

characterized in terms of iterations of morphisms of free monoids generated by finite sets. 

We now recall this useful description. For a finite set A, let A* denote the free monoid 

generated by A. The empty  word is the neutral element of A*. Let A and 13 be two 

finite sets. An application from A to B* can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism 

between the free monoids A* and/5*. Such a homomorphism is called a morphism from 
A to I3. If there is a positive integer k such that  each element of Jt  is mapped  to a word 

of length k, then the morphism is called k-uniform or simply uniform. Similarly, an 

application from A to 13 can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism between the free 

monoids A* and 13". Such an application is called a coding (the te rm ' let ter-to-let ter '  

morphism is also used in the literature). 

A morphism c~ from A into itself is said to be prolongable if there exists a letter a 
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such that  a(a) =aW, where the word W is such that  an (W)  is a non-empty word for every 

n~0 .  In that  case, the sequence of finite words {an(a)}n>~l converges in A z~>~ (endowed 

with the product topology of the discrete topology on each copy of .4) to an infinite 

word a. This infinite word is clearly a fixed point for a. We say that  a sequence b is 

generated by the morphism c~ if there exists a coding p such that b = ~ ( a )  . If, moreover, 

every letter appearing in a occurs at least twice, then we say that  b is generated by 

a recurrent morphism. If the Mphabet .4 has only two letters, then we say that  b is 

generated by a binary morphism. Fhrthermore, if (r is uniform, then we say that  b is 

generated by a uniform morphism. 

For instance, the Fibonacci morphism a defined on the alphabet {0, 1} by a (0 )=01  

and a (1 )=0  is a binary, recurrent and non-uniform morphism which generates the cele- 

brated Fibonacci infinite word 

n--~+o~ 

Uniform morphisms and automatic sequences are strongly connected, as shown by 

the following result of Cobham [11]: 

THEOREM (Cobham). A sequence can be generated by a finite automaton if and only 

if it is generated by a uniform morphism. 

This useful description gives rise to the following challenging question: 

Problem 2. Do there exist algebraic numbers of degree at least three whose continued 

fraction expansion is generated by a morphism? 

Our main contribution towards both problems is the following result: 

THEOREM 3. The continued fraction expansion of an algebraic number of degree at 

least three cannot be generated by a recurrent morphism. 

The class of primitive morphisms has been extensively studied. In particular, The- 

orem 3 fully solved a question studied by M. Queff@lec [22]. We display the following 

direct consequence of Theorem 3: 

COROLLARY 2. The continued fraction expansion of an algebraic number of degree 

at least three cannot be generated by a binary morphism. 

Indeed, it is easy to see that  binary morphisms are either recurrent or they generate 

only eventually periodic sequences. 
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3.2. A d y n a m i c a l  a p p r o a c h  

In this section, we discuss the notion of complexity of the continued fraction expansion 

of a real number from a dynamical  point of view. 

Let ,4 be a given set, finite or not. A subshift on A is a symbolic dynamical system 

(X, S), where S is the classical shift t ransformation defined from ~4 z>~l into itself by 

S({an}n>~l)={an}n>~2 and X is a subset of A z~>l such that  S(X)cX.  With an infinite 

sequence a in Az~ >1, we associate the subshift X a =  (X, S), where X : =  O(a)  denotes the 

closure of the orbit of the sequence a under the action of S. The complexity function Pa 

of a sequence a associates with a positive integer n the number pa(n) of distinct blocks 

of n consecutive letters occurring in it. More generally, the complexity function Px  of 

a subshift X = (X, S) associates with a positive integer n the number Px (n) of distinct 

blocks of n consecutive letters occurring in at least one element of X.  

With  a subshift X=(X, S) on Z~>l one can associate the set Cx defined by 

Cx = {(~ =- [0; al ,  a2 ...] E (0, 1): {an}n)1E X}. 

In particular, if a real number c~ lies in Cx, then this is also the case for every/3 in Ca:=  

{Tn(c~)}n~>0, where T denotes the Gauss map, defined from (0, 1) into itself by T ( x ) =  

{ i /x} .  Indeed, we clearly have T([0; al ,  a2, .. .])=[0; a2, a3, ...]. A way to investigate the 

question of the complexity of the continued fraction expansion of a is to determine the 

behaviour of the sequence {Tn(a)}n>~0 or, equivalently, to determine the structure of the 

underlying dynamical system (g~, T). Roughly speaking, we can consider that  the larger 

Ca is, the more complex is the continued fraction expansion of c~. 

Thus, if the symbolic dynamical  system X has a too simple structure, for instance 

if it has low complexity, then we can expect tha t  no algebraic number of degree at least 

three lies in the set Cx. 

Problem 3. Let X be a subshift on Z~>I with sublinear complexity, that  is, whose 

complexity function satisfies Px (n) <~ Mn for some absolute constant M and every positive 

integer n. Does the set Cx only contain quadratic or transcendental  numbers? 

Only very partial  results are known in the direction of Problem 3. A famous result 

of Morse and Hedlund [19] states that  a subshift X whose complexity function satisfies 

px(n)~n for some positive integer n must be periodic. In that  case, it follows that  Cx 
is a finite set composed only of quadratic numbers. ~ r t h e r ,  it is shown in [5] that  for 

a Sturmian subshift X, that  is, a subshift with complexity Px(n)=n+l for every n ) 1 ,  

the set Cx is an uncountable set composed only of transcendental  numbers. Theorem 4 

slightly improves this result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let X be a subshift on Z>.I. I f  the set Cx contains a real algebraic 

number of degree at least three, then the complexity function of X satisfies 

lim p x ( n ) - n  = +oc. 
n---~+oc 

Linearly recurrent subshiffs form a class of particular interest of subshifts of low 

complexity. Let X = (X, S) be a subshift and W be a finite word. The cylinder associated 

with W is, by definition, the subset (W} of X formed by the sequences that  begin in 

the word W. A minimal subshift (X, S) is linearly recurrent if there exists a positive 

constant c such that  for each cylinder (W} the return time to (W} under S is bounded 

by clWI. Such dynamical systems, studied, e.g., in [14], are uniquely ergodic and have 

low complexity (in particular, they have zero entropy), but  without being necessarily 

trivial. Another contribution to Problem 3 is given by Theorem 5. 

THEOREM 5. Let X be a linearly recurrent subshift on Z>~l. Then the set Cx is 

composed only by quadratic or transcendental numbers. 

The proofs of Theorems 3-5 are postponed to w 

4. P r o o f s  o f  T h e o r e m s  1 a n d  2 

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 rest on the following deep result, commonly known as 

the Schmidt subspace theorem. 

THEOREM A (W. M. Schmidt). Let m>~2 be an integer. Let L1,  ..., Lm be linearly 

independent linear forms in x =  (Xl, ..., Xm) with algebraic coefficients. Let c be a positive 

real number. Then the set of solutions x = ( x l ,  . . . ,xm) in Z m to the inequality 

ILl (x). . .  Lm(x)] ~< (max{Ix1 I, ..., {Xr~l}) -~ 

lies in finitely many proper subspaces of Qm. 

Proof. See, e.g., [25] or [26]. The case m = 3  has been established earlier in [24]. [] 

Compared with the pioneering work [12] and the recent papers [21], [5], [13] and [8], 

the novelty in the present paper is that  we are able to use Theorem A with m--4  and 

not only with m=3,  as in all of these works. 

We further need an easy auxiliary result. 
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LEMMA 1. Let a=[a0;  al ,  a2, ...] and/3=[b0; bl, b2, ...] be real numbers. Assume that, 

for some positive integer m, we have aj =bj for j = 0 ,  ..., rn. Then we have 

1 -91 -2 <qm , 

where qm is the denominator of the convergent [a0; al ,  ..., am]. 

Proof. Since [a0; al ,  ..., am] =:Pm/qm is a convergent to a and to/3, the real numbers 

a-pm/qm and/3-P,~/q,n have the same sign and are both in absolute value less than q~2, 

and hence the lemma follows. [] 

Now, we have all the tools to establish Theorems 1 and 2. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Keep the notation and the hypothesis of this theorem. Assume 

that  the parameter w > l  is fixed, as well as the sequence {Vn}n~>l occurring in the 

definition of Condition (*)~. Set also Sn=lVnl for n~>l. We want to prove that  the real 

number 

Ct : =  [ 0 ; a l ,  a2 ,  ...] 

is transcendental. We assume that  c~ is algebraic of degree at least three, and we aim at 

deriving a contradiction. Throughout  this section, the constants implied by << depend 

only on a. 

Let {Pl/qz}l>~l denote the sequence of convergents to a. Observe first that  we have 

ql+l ~ q1.1 for l ~> 1, (2) 

by Roth's theorem [23]. 

The key fact for the proof of Theorem 1 is the observation that  c~ admits infinitely 

many good quadratic approximants obtained by truncating its continued fraction ex- 

pansion and completing by periodicity. Precisely, for positive integers n, we define the 

sequence {b~n)}k>l by 

b(n) for 1 ~ h ~ sn and j ~> 0. h+jsn z ah 

Ib (n)I is purely periodic with period Vn. Set The sequence t k Jk~>l 

an = [0; L(n) ~(n) ~1 ,~2 , ' " ]  

and observe that  an is a root of the quadratic polynomial 

P n ( X )  :=qsn-- lX2 +(qsn- -Ps ,~- l )X- -psn .  
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By Rolle's theorem and Lemma 1, for positive integers n, we have 

<< qs,~ q[ws,~], (3) 

since the first [wsn] partial quotients of a and an are the same. Furthermore, we clearly 

have 
--1 I q~, a-psn I <~ qs~, (4) 

and we infer from (2) that  

- 1  - 0  9 
Iqs,~-i ~'-ps,~-l[ <~ qsn-1 << q~n" " 

Consider now the four linearly independent linear forms 

L1 (Xl, X2, X3, X4) ~- (~2X2 -t- o~(Xl -X4)  -X3,  

L2(X1, X2, X3, X4) = C~Xl -X3,  

L3(X1, X2, X3, X4) : X1, 

L4(X1, X2, X3, X4) -- X2. 

(5) 

Evaluating them on the quadruple (q~n, qs,~-l, P~n, P~,~-I), it follows from (3) and (4) that  

q2 q-2 
H ILJ (q~''q~'~-l'p~'p~n-1)l<< ~,, [~n]" (6) 

l~j~4 

By assumption, there exists a real number M such that  log qz ~ 1 log M for positive in- 

tegers I. Furthermore, an immediate induction shows that  qz+2>~2ql holds for positive 

integers I. Consequently, for integers n~>3, we get 

q[~*n_____!l ~> v/~[(w-1)s,~]-i ~ q~:-l-2/sn)(log x/2)/logM, 
qs,~ 

and we infer from (6) and w > 1 that  

H ILj(qsn'qsn-l'P~'~'Ps--1)l <<qs-~ 
1~j~4 

holds for some positive real number c, when n is large enough. 

It then follows from Theorem A that  the points (q~n,q~n--l,P~n,Ps,,--1) lie in a fi- 

nite number of proper subspaces of Qa. Thus, there exist a non-zero integer quadruple 

(Xl, x2, x3, x4) and an infinite set of distinct positive integers All such that  

Xlqsn +x2qs,~-1 +x3ps,~ +x4p~n-1 = 0 (7) 
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for n in All. Observe that  (x2, x4)r 0), since, otherwise, by letting n tend to infinity 

along All in (7), we would get that  the real number a is rational. Dividing (7) by q~, 

we obtain 
Xl-'[-X2 qs~-I  ~-X3' Psn + x 4 P s ~ - I  qsn-1 = 0 .  

qs,~ qs~ qs~- 1 q~ 

By letting n tend to infinity along J~fl in (8), we get that  

/3:= lim qs,~-i _ Xl-FX3Ct 
AflSn-++oc qsn X2 -~-X40~ 

Furthermore, observe that, for n in HI,  we have 

/3_ qs~-I Xl-~-x3a Xl"[-X3Ps~/qsn 1 1 

(8) 

<< ~ << - -  (9) 
qs,~ qs~ -1  

by (4) and (5). Since q~,~-i and q~n are coprime and sn tends to infinity when n tends 

to infinity along Afi, this implies that /3  is irrational. 

Consider now the three linearly independent linear forms 

L~(YI,Y2, Y3)=/3YI-Y2, L[(Yt,Yz,Y3)=o~YI-Y3, ff3(Y1,Yz,Y3)=Y1. 

Evaluating them on the triple (qs,~, qs~-t,Psn) with nCAfl, we infer from (4) and (9) that  

II  ILj(q,~,q,n-l,ps.)l' << q,n-~ 
l~<j~3 

It then follows from Theorem A that  the points (qs~, qs~-l, Ps~ ) with n cAll lie in a finite 

number of proper subspaces of Q3. Thus, there exist a non-zero integer triple (Y], Y2, Y3) 

and an infinite set of distinct positive integers Af2 such that  

Ylqsn +Y2qS,~--] +Y3Ps~ = 0 (10) 

for n in Af2. Dividing (10) by q~ and letting n tend to infinity along Af2, we get 

yl+y2/3+y3a = 0. (11) 

To obtain another equation linking a and/3, we consider the three linearly indepen- 

dent linear forms 

LI(Z~,Z~,Z3)--aZI-Z~, L~(Z~,Z2,Z~) ~Z2-Z~, L3(Zl,Z~, 3)=Z1. 

Evaluating them on the triple (qsn, qsn-l,P~n-1) with nEAr1, we infer from (5) and (9) 

that  

I I  L ' "  j Lqs~, qsn--],Psn--1)[ 4< --0.7 qs,z " 
1 ~ j ~ 3  
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It then follows from Theorem A that  the points (qsn,qs,~-l,P~,~-l) with nEAr1 lie in a 

finite number of proper subspaces of Q3. Thus, there exist a non-zero integer triple 

(zl, z2, z3) and an infinite set of distinct positive integers N'3 such that  

zl qsn + z2qs,,-1 + Z3ps,~- i = 0 (12) 

for n in A;3. Dividing (12) by qs~-] and letting n tend to infinity along A/n, we get 

Z l +z2 + z 3 a  = O. (13) 

Observe that y27~0 since a is irrational. We infer from (11) and (13) that  

( z3a+ z2) (y3a+y])  = y2zl .  

If Y3Z3----0, then (11) and (13) yield that  ~ is rational, which is a contradiction. Conse- 

quently, Y3Z3~0 and a is a quadratic real number, which is again a contradiction. This 

completes the proof of the second assertion of the theorem. 

It then remains for us to explain why we can drop the assumption on the sequence 
1/l ql J't~>l when w is sufficiently large. We return to the beginning of the proof, and we 

assume that w ~> 2. Using well-known facts from the theory of continuants (see, e.g., [20]), 

inequality (3) becomes 

IP~(a)l << q ~  q~,~ ( (  q~,~q~4 ( (  q;,3 ( (  H(P,,)-3,  

where H(Pn) denotes the height of the polynomial Pn, that  is, the maximum of the 

absolute values of its coefficients. By the main result from [24] (or by using Theorem A 

with m = 3  and the linear forms ol2X2-~-O(Xl-I-X0, X2 and X1), this immediately implies 

that  a is transcendental. [] 

Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that  the parameters w and w' are fixed, as well as the 

sequences (Un}n~>l and {Vn}n>~I occurring in the definition of Condition (**)~,~,. With- 

out any loss of generality, we add in the statement of Condition (**)~,w, the following 

two assumptions: 

(iv) The sequence {IUnl}n>~l is unbounded; 

(v) For n~> 1, the last letter of the word U~ differs from the last letter of the word V~. 

We point out that  the conditions (iv) and (v) do not at all restrict the generality. 

Indeed, if (iv) is not fulfilled by a sequence a satisfying (i)-(iii) of Condition (**)w,~,, 

then the desired result follows from Theorem 1. To see that  (v) does not cause any 

trouble, we make the following observation. Let a be a letter, and U and V be two words 
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such that  a begins with Ua(Va) "~. Then a also begins with U(aV) w, and we have trivially 

Igl / laVI <<. Igal / I Val. 
Set rn=lg~l and s~=IV~l for n~>l. We want to prove that  the real number 

oz := [0; al ,  a2, ...] 

is transcendental. We assume that  a is algebraic of degree at least three, and we aim at 

deriving a contradiction. Let {Pz/qz}z>l denote the sequence of convergents to c~. 

Let n be a positive integer. Since w > l  and r,~<<.w'sm we get 

2r~ + s~ 2w' s~ + s~ 2w'+1 logm 

rn+ws-----~ <~ w's~+WSn w '+w < l o g M '  

by (1). Consequently, there exist positive real numbers r /and  r / w i t h  r/< 1 such that  

( l+rl)( l+r/)(2rn+sn)  log M < (1 - r / ' ) ( r n+ws~) log  m (14) 

for n~>l. Notice that  we have 

ql+l <<q~+V for l~> 1, (15) 

by Roth's theorem [23]. 

As for the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that  c~ admits infinitely many good 

quadratic approximants obtained by truncating its continued fraction expansion and 

completing by periodicity. Precisely, for positive integers n, we define the sequence 

{b (~) 1 by k Jk~>l 

b(n)=ah for l<~h<<.rn+S~, 
b(r:)+h+js~ = a~n+h for 1 ~< h ~< sn and j ~> 0. 

The sequence /b (n) l t k Jk~>] 
Set 

is eventually periodic, with preperiod Un and with period Vn. 

OZ n : [0; h(n) h(n) "1 ~ 2  ~'"] 

and observe that  c~n is a root of the quadratic polynomial 

Pn(X) := (qrn--lqrn+sn--qrnqrn+sn--1)X 2 

-- (qr,~-lPr,~+sn--qrnPr~+~n-1 +Pr~- lqrn+sn-Pr~q~+~- l )X  

+ (P~n--lP~n+~--P"~P~+~--I)" 
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For positive integers n, we infer from Rolle's theorem and Lemma 1 that  

- 2  (16) IPn((~)l = IPn(~)-Pn(c~n)l << qr.qr~+s~ IOL--~ << qr~qr~+s~qr~+[wsn], 

since the first r~ + [ws~] partial quotients of c~ and c~ are the same. Purthermore, by (15), 

we have 

- l+v (17) I(qr~-lqrn+s~--qr~qr~+s~-l)Oe--(qr~-lPr~+s~--qr~Pr~+s~-l) l  << qr~qr~+s~ 

and 

I(qrn--lqrn+*n--qrnqr~+s~--l)a-- (Prn--lq~n+s~--Pr~qrn+sn--1)l << q~+Vqr~+*~" 

We have as well the obvious upper bound 

Iq~n-lq~+~.-qrnq~n+~-ll ~ q~qr~+~. 

Consider now the four linearly independent linear forms 

L1 ( X l ,  X2, X3, X4) : ol2Xl - ol(X 2 -~-X3) q-X4, 

L2(X1,  X2, X3, X4) = OzXl - X 2 ,  

La(X1,3/2, Xa,  X4) = O~Xl - X 3 ,  

L4(X1,  X2, X3, X4) = X 1 . 

Evaluating them on the quadruple 

-Zn : =  (q rn - lq rn+s . - -q r .q r .+sn -1 ,  q r . - l P r . + s . - - q r .  P r . + s . - l ,  

Pr,~- l qr,~ +sn --Pr,~ qr~ +sn-1, Pr,~- l Pr~ +s,~ --PrnPrn +s,~- l ) , 

it follows from (16), (17), (18) and (19) that  

~-Vlql+~ql+V q-1 )2. <~ ~2+~?, 2+77 , , -2 ~ (qr~qr~+s~) ~ r~ r~+s~ r~+[ws~] I I  ILj(_z )l 
1~j~4 

Assuming n sufficiently large, we have 

q~ ~< M(l+v')r~, qr~+sn <~ M (l+u')(rn+*~) and q~+[~,~] ~>m (1-v')(r~+~*=), 

with ~' as in (14). Consequently, we get 

( l + r l  1+~7 -1  " ~ M(l+~)(l+r/)(2r~+S~)m -(1-r/)(r~+ws~) ~ 1, q~n q~+,~qr~+[~,~]) 

(18) 

(19) 
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by (14). Thus, we get the upper  bound 

Y I  [LJ(Z-n)[ << (qr~qr~+s~)-n 
l~j~4 

for positive integers n. 

It  then follows from Theorem A that  the points z~ lie in a finite number of proper 

subspaees of Q 4  Thus, there exist a non-zero integer quadruple (Xl, x2, x3, x4) and an 

infinite set of distinct positive integers N'I such that  

Xl(qr~--lqr~+s~--qrnqr~+s~--l)+X2(qr~--lPrn+s~--qrnPrn+s.~--l) 
(20) 

+xa(pr~-lq~,~+s~-Pr~qr~+s,~-t)+xa(P~,~-lPr,~+s~-Pr.Pr~+s,~-l) = 0 

for n in All. 

Divide (20) by q~.q~+s~-~ and observe that  p ~ / q ~  and pr~+~./q~+s, tend to c~ 

as n tends to infinity along All. Taking the limit, we get that  either 

xl  + (x2 +x3)  a + x 4 a  2 = 0 (21) 

or 

q~.- lqr .+s.  +1, as n - + ~  a longN' l ,  (22) 
qr,~ qr~ + s~ - i 

must hold. In the former case, since a is irrational and not quadratic, we get tha t  

Xl=X4=0 and x 2 = - x a .  Then x2 is non-zero and, for n in AC1, we have 

qrn-lPrn+s~ --qrnPrn+sn-1 = Prn-lqrn+s~ --Prnqrn+s~-l" 

Thus, the polynomial Pn(X)  can simply be expressed as 

Pn(X)  := (q~n- lq rn+~-q~q~+s  _ l ) X  2 

- 2 ( q r n - l p r ~ + s n - q r . P r , ~ + s . - 1 ) X +  (Pr.-- lP~ +s~--P~Pr~ +s~--I ). 

Consider now the three linearly independent linear forms 

L~ (gl ,  Y2, }13) = oz2Xl -2o~X2 +X3,  

L~z(Y1,Y2,Y3) = O~Xl - X2, 

Y3) = 

Evaluating them on the triple 

-Z/n := (qr~-lqr~+s~--qr~qr~+s~-l, qr~-lPr~+s.--qr~Pr~+s~-l, 

Pr . - lPr .  +sn --Pr. Pr .+s . -  l ), 
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it follows from (16), (17) and (19) that  

q3 ql+n q-2 q2 q2+n q-2 << (q~q~+~)-n, 
l~<j~<3 

by the above computation. 

It then follows from Theorem A that the points _z" lie in a finite number of proper 

subspaces of Q3. Thus, there exist a non-zero integer triple ' ' (Xl, x2, x~) and an infinite 

set of distinct positive integers Af2 included in All such that  

x~ (qTn--lq~+~--q~q~=+~.--1)+X'2(q~n--lP~=+~n--q~P~=+~--l) (23) 
X I + 3(pr.-lpr.+s.-pr,~P~,~+s,~-l)=O 

for n in Af2. 

Divide (23) by q~q~+~-i and observe that  p~,~/qT~ and p~+~/q~+~ tend to a 

as n tends to infinity along Af2. Taking the limit, we get that  either 

, , , 2 ( 2 4 )  Xl -'}-X20L'-~ X30~ ~-- 0 

o r  

qr.-lqrn+s~ § 1, as n --+ oc along Af2, (25) 
qr~  q rn  + sn - 1 

must hold. In the former case, we have a contradiction since a is irrational and not 

quadratic. 

Consequently, to conclude the proof of our theorem, it is enough to derive a contra- 

diction from (22) (resp. from (25)), assuming that  (21) (resp. (24)) does not hold. To 

this end, we observe that  (20) (resp. (23)) allows us to control the speed of convergence 

of Q,~:=(q~-lq~,+~n)/(qr, q~+sn-1) to 1 along All (resp. along Af2). 

Thus, we assume that  the quadruple (Xl, x2, x3, x4) obtained after the first applica- 

tion of Theorem A satisfies Xl +(x2+x3)a+x4a2#O. Dividing (20) by qT~qr,+sn-1, we 

get 

xl(Qn_l)+x2(Qnpr~+s________a~ p~+sn-~+x3(Qnp~- I  P r ~  
\ qr~+s~ q r ~ + s ~ - i  / qr~-i qr~ ] 

(26) 
.~_x4(QnPr~-I Pr~+s~ Pr~ Pr~+s~--l~--~0 

\ qr~--i qr~+s~ qr~ qr~+s~-l/ 

for n in All. To shorten the notation, for/~>1, we put Rl:=a--pl/qz. We rewrite (26) as 

xl(Qn -1)+x2(Qn(a-RT~+s~)- ( a -  RTn +sn- 1)) 

+x3(Qn(~-R~_I)-(a-R~n)) 

+x4(Qn(oz-JRr _l)(Ol- Rrn+s~)-(t~- Rrn)(o~- Rrn+sn_l) ) -- O. 
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This yields 

(Qn - 1)(X 1 @ (X 2 ~-X3) O~ 2v X40~ 2) 

= x2QnRr~+sn -X2Rrn+sn-1 +x3QnRrn-1  -X3Rrn 
(27) 

- xaQnRr~-lR~n+~n +x4Rr~R~+~n-1 

+ a ( x 4 Q n R r n - l  + x 4 Q ~ R ~ n + ~ - x 4 R ~ - x a R r ~ + ~ - l ) .  

Observe that  IRtl<l/q~ for l ) l .  Furthermore, for n large enough, we have �89 

by our assumption (22). Consequently, we derive from (27) that  

[ ( Q n  - -  1)(xl + (x2 +x3)a+x4a2) l  << I/~rn--1 [ << a t? - -  1 " 

Since we have assumed that  (21) does not hold, we get 

IQ~- 1[ << qr?-  1" (28) 

On the other hand, observe that  the rational number Qn is the quotient of the 

two continued fractions [a~,+~,~;ar,+~n_l , . . . ,al]  and [ar,;a,. .-l , . . . ,  al]. By assump- 

tion (v) from Condition (**)~,~,, we have a,.n+~,~7s and thus either ar,~+~,~-a,.,~ >>.1 

or aTn-a,.+s,>~ 1 holds. A simple calculation then shows that  

[Qn-1  I>>a~-~ �9 -1 -1 -1 -1 a-1 -1 m l n { % n + ~ - l + a r n - 2 ,  arn+sn-2+arn-]} >> rn q ~ - l ,  

since qr~-I ~>max{a~ _1, a~n-2}. Combined with (28), this gives a~>>qr,~-i and 

2 (29) q~ >1 a~.~q~-i >> %~-1. 

Since ~< 1 and (29) holds for infinitely many n, we get a contradiction with (15). 

We derive a contradiction from (25) in an entirely similar way. This completes the 

proof of our theorem. [] 

5. P r o o f s  o f  T h e o r e m s  3 - 5  

Before establishing Theorems 3-5, we state an easy, but useful, auxiliary result. 

LEMMA 2. Let cr be a prolongable morphism defined on a finite alphabet .4. Let a 

be the associated fixed point and a be the first letter of a. Then there exists a positive 

constant c such that, for every positive integer n and every letter b occurring in a, we 

have Ic~n(a)l)clc~n(b)l. 

Proof. Without  loss of generality, we may assume that  A is exactly the set of letters 

occurring in a. Let b be in A. Since a is obtained as the limit l im~+o~  an(a),  there 

exists an integer nb such that  the word cr~b(a) contains the letter b. Set 

m a x  n b s=mea~{la(b)l } and no bcA { }. 
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Let n be a positive integer. If n ~< no, then we have 

1 
]an(a)l/> 1/> ~-S lan(b)l" 

If n > n0, then we get 

1 
I~n(a)l = [~n-n~176 I ~ I~n-~~ ~ 8,~---" ff la~(b)l, 

and the lemma follows by taking e=s -'~~ [] 

Proof of Theorem 3. Let us assume that  b is a sequence generated by a recurrent 

morphism a and that  b is not eventually periodic. There exists a fixed point a of a and 

a coding qo such that  b = ~ ( a ) .  By assumption, the first letter a which occurs in a should 

appear at least twice. Thus, there exists a finite (possibly empty) word W such that  aWa 
is a prefix of the word a. We check that  the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied by 

b with the sequence {V~}n>~l defined by V,~=qo(crn(aW)) for n~>l. Indeed, by Lemma 2, 

there exists a positive rational number c, depending only on cr and W, such that  

Io'n(a)l ~ clo'n(aW)l �9 

This implies that  ~(an(aWa)) begins in (qo(an(aW))) 1+c. Since qo(a'~(aWa)) is a prefix 

of a, we get that  the sequence b satisfies Condition (*)I+c. We conclude by applying 

Theorem 1. [] 

Proof 
and let a 

a={al}t~>l 

First, 

of Theorem 4. Let X'=(X,S) be a subshift such that  px(n)-n  is bounded 

be an element of Cx. By definition of the set Cx, there exists a sequence 

in X such that  c~=[0; al ,  a2, ...]. 

assume that  the complexity function of the sequence a satisfies pa(n)<~n for 

some n. It follows from a theorem of Morse and Hedlund [19] that  a is eventually periodic, 

and thus a is a quadratic number. 

Now, assume that  px(n)>n for every integer n. Since px(n)-n  is bounded, there 

exist two positive integers no and a such that  px(n)=n+a for all n>~no (see, e.g., [4]). 

This implies (see, e.g., [10]) that  there exist a finite word W, a non-erasing morphism r 

and a Sturmian sequence u such that  a = W r  Since u begins with arbitrarily long 

squares (this is proved in [5]) and since r is a non-erasing morphism, it follows that  

r  also begins with arbitrarily long squares, and hence it satisfies Condition (*)2. 

We then infer from Theorem 1 that  the real number a'= [0; aiwl+l, aiwl+2, aiwl+3, ...] is 

transcendental. It immediately follows that  a is a transcendental number, concluding 

the proof of the theorem. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 5. Let X =  (X, S) be a linearly recurrent subshift and let a be 

an element of Cx. By the definition of the set Cx, there exists a sequence a={al}l~>l 

in X such that  c~--[0;al,a2, ...]. By assumption, there exists a positive integer k such 

that  the gap between two consecutive occurrences in a of every factor W of length n 

is at most kn. For every positive integer n, let Un denote the prefix of length n of a, 

and let Wn be the word of length kn defined by U(k+l)n: UnW n. Since, by assumption, 

U~ has at least one occurrence in the word Wn, there exist two (possibly empty) finite 

words AN and B~ such tha t  Wn=AnU~Bn. It  follows that  U~AnUn is a prefix of a 

and, moreover, UnAnUn=(U~A~) ~ for some rational number w with w>~l+l/k. Then 

either a is eventually periodic (in which case, a is a quadratic number) or a satisfies 

Condition (*)1+l/k, and the transcendence of a follows from Theorem 1, concluding the 

proof. [] 
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